1) When making all electrical connections, follow applicable electrical codes.

2) Prepare door and jamb according to template.

3) Install door.

4) Open door and connect wires on jamb portion to wires in the jamb. Fasten jamb portion to the jamb.
   Connect wires in door portion to the door wires. Fasten door portion to the door.

Note:
The door and jamb portion of the 75200 pivot are factory assembled and cannot be separated in the field.

This is not a load bearing pivot.

When intermediate pivots are used in conjunction with the BTS Series Floor closer, the entire weight of the door must rest firmly on the floor closer spindle.

To insure proper installation, the center line of the intermediate pivot must be in line with the centerline of the top and bottom pivot.

Test the electrical installation for proper operation of the wired door devices.

ELECTRICAL RATINGS: 24 VOLTS AC/DC MAXIMUM
CURRENT: 2 AMP. CONTINUOUS / 5 AMP. PEAK INTERMITTENT SERVICE (FOUR WIRE DESIGN)